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Your public engagement project discusses a Christian perspective on artificial intelligence. What shape does this take?

A few years ago, I collaborated with researchers at Oxford, Harvard, and Arizona State University to produce a series of discussion guides called Artificial Intelligence in Christian Thought and Practice. Although people have been thinking about faith and artificial intelligence for decades now, we produced one of the more recent accessible introductions to this topic for Christian audiences, to help discuss key issues in the role of artificial intelligence in society.
We want to help people bridge between what they’re experiencing and the traditions and understanding that they already have—to make sense of these emerging questions in ways that are still grounded in the engineering and science of what’s possible, and what’s real.

The perspective we started with is that AI is becoming a basic part of our everyday lives, often in ways that we can’t even see. And so the first product for this is just in how people see that it’s there. And then of course we want to help people bridge between what they’re experiencing and the traditions and understanding that they already have—to make sense of these emerging questions in ways that are still grounded in the engineering and science of what’s possible, and what’s real. Because of course, AI has a lot of hype.

We published this series of guides for a few different audiences. We knew that there would be a set of intellectuals and pastors and theologians who were starting to think about AI and wanting to anchor their ideas in the state of the field, but we also knew that people in churches and their everyday lives might also have questions. We created the guides, under a Creative Commons license, so that they could be split up into one-page introductions, with discussion questions. So, if a student group or a local church wanted to discuss these topics, they’d be able to do that even if they didn’t have someone in the conversation who was an AI expert.

How does this work relate to your broader research interests?

Much of my research asks how the public can be involved in understanding and shaping the role of technology in our lives and world. I often do that through a citizen science approach. We are in a time when corporations have more power than ever to shape what we see and who we talk to, and to collect data about us. The research that I do organizes communities of sometimes thousands, sometimes tens of millions of people to independently collect data and analyze not only the effects of technologies in our social world, but also what we can do to create change.

In a democracy, the public has an essential role to play. Many of the issues we wonder about are areas where the everyday decisions each of us make have a huge impact. In that work, it’s important to both speak to what we might think of as the general public, and also do the translation work to make it more possible for people to bring their knowledge, their traditions, and their standpoints to those conversations—especially people of faith.

You’ve made these guides available to anyone. How have they been used, and what kinds of effects have you seen?

There are a number of outcomes. First, both journalists and religious leaders have turned to our guide when they ask, “Where do I even start with this conversation?” We’ve also had some wonderful opportunities to bring these guides into church communities; over the last year, I participated in several Sunday school churches I hadn’t even met before they reached out to me. I would give a short talk, and then the Sunday school would break out and have conversations, and it was always very fascinating. And then also, we’re starting to see a range of Christian communities organize technologists to think creatively, not only about their
“This guide has also opened conversations with Christian organizations...[they] are facing questions about what kind of AI systems should they use, if at all, and what should be the guardrails for their use of those systems?”

I’ve had conversations with rabbis, and with religious leaders in Islam.... They’ve been able to see how we bridged the scientific knowledge with the faith-specific content, and have talked about how they might do it within their traditions.”
learn from and hear from people outside of Christianity, but it was really great to see that come about.

What advice would you give a scientist interested in doing something similar?

I feel like I still have questions about doing this kind of work myself. There are a few things that I feel especially strongly about, and maybe some lessons.

The first is that not every area of science is as controversial as climate or origins or things that you often hear about in the news when people are talking about science and religion. And there are a great number of topics like this one, where we don’t even know what the controversies are yet. Contributing at an early stage and helping big communities have the language to engage with these topics, and helping scientists see how that works can be an incredibly rewarding and valuable experience.

Beyond that, there are a few other things. Working with a diverse team of scholars has made a big difference, because having people in different countries with different understandings about technologies playing out in the world has been essential for us to write something that isn’t necessarily just American-centric. And it has been used by people around the world as a result, which has been a great thing to see.

Two more things. One is that by creating a Creative Commons resource, we were able to create something that could spread in a way that didn’t require as much friction or effort from us. We’re all busy scholars, and had we done more to try to control the materials, it would have taken up much more of our time. Instead, we keep on getting notes from people saying, “Oh, we found your resource and we used it for this thing.” Certainly, if we had an authorship team, we wouldn’t have been able to anticipate that.

Finally, this project involved much more than just creating something and putting on the Internet, right? We created it because there was one community that knew they wanted to have this conversation. And, while this isn’t our main area of work for any of us, we each continue to do a small amount of work to continue the conversation in bringing these materials in front of Christian communities that are looking for these conversations. Circulating our resources can percolate across networks, because Christianity is so full of gatekeepers and networks that circulate knowledge behind the scenes.

I think any project would benefit from thinking about what those networks are, and how the material you’re creating will be dovetailed with how those networks operate and the kinds of knowledge that they find the most useful. The practical embodiment of that in our project is that we knew that for discussion groups in churches or other Christian gatherings, we needed to have a short-form format that could be printed out in large numbers. And we needed to be able to frame it using scriptural texts, using the kind of language and format that people are used to in a gathering with other Christians.

“Working with a diverse team of scholars has made a big difference, because having people in different countries with different understandings about technologies playing out in the world has been essential for us to write something that isn’t necessarily just American-centric.”